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ABSTRACT

SKELETAL MUSCLE METABOLISM IS UNAFFECTED BY DCA INFUSION AND
HYF'EROXIC BREATEENG AT THE ONSET OF INTENSE AEROBIC EXERCISE.

Ingrid Savasi
University of Guelph, 2000

Advisor:
Dr. L.L. Sp&t

This study investigated whether increasing oxidative substrate supply, in the form
of acetyl-CoA and oxygen, increases the rate of oxidative phosphorylation, and
consequently reduces the reliance on substrate Level phosphorylation, at the onset of
intense aerobic exercise. Eight subjects cycled at 90% VOzmax on three occasions, and
received in randomized order: 1) normoxic breathing and saline infusion (control), 2 )
norrnoxic breathing and dichloroacetate infusion (increased acetyl-CoA), and 3)
hyperoxic breathing (100% Oz) and saline infusion (increased oxygen). Dichloroacetate
significantly increased pyruvate dehydrogenase activation, acetyl-CoA, and
acetylcamitine contents at rest. However, sirnilar levels of substrate level phosphorylation
occurred in all trials, as reflected by phosphocreatine degradation and lactate
accumulation. These data suggest that there is an inability to utilise extra oxidative
substrate, implying that metabolic inertia at the level of pyruvate dehydrogenase and
oxygen delivery are not limiting the rate of oxidative phosphorylation at the onset of
intense aerobic exercise.
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Roads go ever ever on,
Over rock and under tree,
By caves where never sun has shone,
By saeams that never hnd the sea;
Over snow by winter sown,
And through the merry flowers of June,
Over grass and over Stone,

Roads go ever ever on
Under doud and under star,
Yet feet that wanderïng have gone
T m at last to home...

(JRR Tolkien, 'The Hobbitl')
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Human skeletal muscle consists of paralle1 fibres capable of converting chemical
energy into mechanical energy to cause shortening of the fibres, contraction of the
muscle, and thereby produce the movements needed for physical activity, including
exercise. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is the most immediate source of chemical energy
in the muscle. During physical activity, the major consumers of ATP are the enzymes
associated with the contraction-relaxation cycle of the muscle, that is, the Ca*-transport,
Na+-K+-transport,and actomyosin adenosine triphosphatases (ATPases). The demand for

ATP by the skeletal muscle has been shown to increase over 100-fold during maximai
exertion (1). The muscle's intnnsic ATP store is quite small however (- 25 m o l - kg-'
dry weight), and would be completely consumed within a few seconds of maximal

exercise if it were not quickly replenished. Despite this, the skeletai muscle is capable of
maintaining physical activity for considerably longer periods of time as it has two systems
in place to catabolize chernical stores and generate the ATP required. These are substrate
level and oxidative phosphorylation.
Substrate Ievel phosphorylation (also referred to as anaerobic metabolism)
includes the degradation of phosphocreatine by creatine kinase, and anaerobic glycolysis
of glycogen, or glucose. Anaerobic glycolysis comprises the glycogenolytic/glycolytic
pathways and results in the conversion of pyruvate to lactate by lactate dehydrogenase.
The advantage of substrate level phosphorylation lies in the rapid rate at which it can
synthesise ATP (-5-6 tirnes faster than oxidative phosphorylation). For this reason, it is
used to provide energy during transition periods, such as at the onset of exercise, or
between activities of increasing intensities, and during activities like sprinting, jumping,

and weight Lifting. This system for ATP provision is however limited by the size of the
phosphocreatine store and by the generation of by-products that are associated with the
development of fatigue (Le. lactate and

m.

Oxidative phosphorylation (also called aerobic metabolism) consists mainiy of the
complete oxidation of fat and carbohydrate stores through P-oxidation and glycolysis,
respectively, followed by the intramitochondrial tricarboxylic acid cycle and eleceon
transport chah Protein, in the form of amino acids, may also provide energy by entering
the oxidative pathway at various sites. However, the proportion of ATP derived from
protein during exercise is generalIy considered to be minimal. The advantage of oxidative
phosphorylation lies in the potential amount of energy it can supply. While substrate level
phosphorylation can produce 3 m o l ATP for each mm01 of glycogen, oxidative
phosphorylation would produce -39 mm01 ATP for the same arnount of carbohydrate.
Furthemore, the oxidation of 1 mm01 of the fatty acid palmitate (CH3(CH2)14COO-)
produces 129 mm01 ATP, whereas ATP cannot be derived from fat anaerobically.
Oxidative phosphorylation can therefore clearly provide much more energy per mol of
substrate than substrate level phosphorylation, but unfortunately the rate at which it can
do this is limited.
At the onset of exercise, the release of calcium ions (Ca"), the breakdown of ATP
to adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate (Pi), and changes in the
mitochondnal redox state of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+/NADH) trigger
the activation of the enzymes associated with both the aerobic and anaerobic pathways.
Consequently, the rate of phosphorylation wdi increase in order to match the rate of
breakdown of ATP by the ATPases. During the transition fiom rest to submaximal

exercise, the activation of oxidative phosphorylation is slowed and takes up to 2 min to
reach steady state, Prior to steady state, the difference between the ATP demand and the
ATP provided by oxidative phosphorylation is simultaneously supplied by substrate level

phosphorylation. Therefore, during the onset of exercise, a degradation of
phosphocreatine and an accumulation of ADP, Pi, and lactate occur, until new steady state
concentrations are reached. The mismatch between ATP demand and the ATP provided
by oxidative phosphorylation at the onset of submaximal exercise, and therefore the ATP
provision via substrate level phosphorylation, is referred to as the oxygen deficit. The
oxygen deficit is related to the power output of the physical activity such that, when the
exercise intensiq increases, the size of the oxygen deficit correspondingly increases.
However, when the exercise power output approaches the individual's aerobic capacity
(i.e. close to that required to elicit maximal oxygen uptake), a steady state cannot be
reached and there is a continuous need for supplernentation of oxidative ATP production
by substrate level phosphorylation.
While it is agreed that a lag exists in the time necessary for oxidative
phosphorylation to attain steady state, a consensus remains to be reached on what is
limiting oxidative ATP provision at the onset of submaximal exercise. The hypotheses
that have been proposed are that the rate of increase in oxidative phosphorylation is
Iimited by 1) metabolic inertia, that is, the time taken to activate the metabolic machinery
suid increase provision of NADH, or 2) oxygen delivery mechanisms.

The metabolic inertia limitation hypothesis proposes that, at any tirne point during
the transition from rest to steady state exercise, in any active muscle fibre, the rate of ATP
provision by oxidative phosphorylation is solely determined by levels of cellular
metabolic controllers and the activation of those enzymes which produce them. In other

words, the rnetaboiic machinery has an inherent "sluggishness" that prevents oxidative
phosphorylation fiom being turned on in a square wave, and therefore requires time to
begin generating ATP. Furthemore, this hypothesis implies that the mitochondrial partial
pressure of oxygen (PO2) is sufficient to support the highest rate of oxidative metabolism
set by the metabolic inertia and, as such, an increase in oxygen supply to the mitochondria
would not affect the rate of oxidative phosphorylation.
The oxygen delivery limitation hypothesis proposes the opposite, such that if there

is an increased availability of oxygen to the rnitochondria, the metabolic machinery
should be able to utilize the oxygen more quickly at the onset of exercise, and thereby
increase the rate of oxidative ATP production. This infers that, at the onset of exercise, the

POz is not saturating in al1 active muscle fibres, at al1 times.

The following chapter will briefly discuss the regulation of skeletd muscle
metabolism, with an emphasis on human carbohydrate oxidation at the onset of intense
subrnaximal exercise, and the possible sites of limitation to oxidative phosphorylation.

CHGPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In the following paragraphs, the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation will be
discussed, starting with the intramitochondrial electron transport chain. Subsequently, in
order to bring to light the impetus for the curent study, the research to date that has
examined the potential limitations of the metabolic inertia and oxygen delivery
mechanisms will be presented.

REGULATION OF THE ELECTRON TRANSPORT CHAIN

The electron transport chain (ETC),also called the respiratory chain, is embedded

in the inner mitochondrial membrane. It consists of a series of enzymes associated with
prosthetic groups (e.g. haems, flavins, and ubiquinones) that alternately become reduced
and oxidized as electrons are passed down the c h a h The enzymes are grouped into four
complexes (1-IV), which accept electrons fiom the reducing agents NADH and flavin
adenine dinucIeotide (FADH2) and, in the final step, reduce oxygen (O2) to water (H20)
(Figure 1). In addition, many of the steps of the ETC also involve protons as substrates or
products such that, dong with the transfer of electrons down the ETC, protons are
transferred fiom the mitochondrial matrix out into the intermitochondrial membrane space
(53). This creates not only a concentration gradient of protons across the inner
mitochondrial membrane, but also an electrical potential ciifference. The resultant proton
motive force, also called the "high energy stateyy(refening to the potential for energy
harvestation), is tightly coupled to ATP synthesis. Although the precise mechanism by
which the proton motive force Ieads to ATP synthesis has not been elucidated, ATP

synthase complexes calied Fi-Fo-ATPases (or complex V), found in close proximity to the
ETC, have been implicated. Interestingly, the enzymes associated with these two

complexes constitute 30-40% of the total protein of the inner mitochondrial membrane

(53).By some mechanism, the Fi-Fo-ATPases harvest the energy released by the protons
as they move down their electrochemical gradient and use it to phosphorylate ADP to
ATP. The overall reaction for this process is written as:
3 ADP

+ 3 Pi + NADH +

+

O2

+ 3 ATP + NADC + HzO

(1)

This is a near-equilibriurn reaction and is therefore regulated by the relative
concentrations of its substrates and products (74). By refemng to equation 1, it is apparent
that there are three main factors involved in the activation of the ETC:the ratio of
[ATP]/[ADP] p i ] (the phosphorylation potential or energy state, of the ceIl), the ratio of
NAD+/NADH (redox state), and oxygen.

MITOCHONDRIAL INTERMEMBRANE SPACE

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the enzymes of oxidative phosphorylation found on
the inner mitochondrial membrane. From left to right: the ETC (complexes 1-IV), Fi-Fo-

ATPase, H+/Pi symport, and the adenine nucleotide translocator.

When the skeletal muscle is recruited by the central nervous system for the
generation of physical activity, the ATPases, located in the cytoplasm, use ATP for
various processes involved in the generation of the contraction-relaxation cycle. This
results in the accumulation of ADP and Pi within the cytoplasm and concomitantly causes
a drop in the phosphorylation potential of the cell. The accumulation of these metabolites
activates the enzymes involved in both substrate level and oxidative phosphorylation,
which will act to defend the concentration of ATP in the muscle cell. However, the
oxidative machinery responsible for the production of the large majority of ATP during
submaximal exercise is Iocated within the rnitochondria, and the inner mitochondrial
membrane is a highly selective semi-permeable membrane that does not ailow the free
diffusion of ATP, ADP, or Pi. Specific carriers are embedded in the inner mitochondnal
membrane which function to carry ADP and Pi into the mitochondrial matrix, where they
can be used by the ETC, and transport ATP out into the cytoplasm, where it is broken
down by the ATPases. More specifically, Pi is carrïed ïnto the matrix along with

by a

symport system, whereas ATP and ADP are exchanged by an adenine nucleotide
trans~ocator(Figure 1).These carriers are regulated by near-equilibriurn processes such
that, under normal conditions, the transport between the two compartments is not believed
to be lirniting to oxidative phosphorylation (53).
The remaining regulatory factors for the ETC are the redox state of the ce11 and
oxygen. Because of the near-equilibrium nature of the ETC, it is the processes and
reactions that provide NADH and oxygen to the ETC which will in fact regulate the rate
of oxidative phosphorylation. Consequently, the reactions that regulate the redox state of
the ce11 and, subsequently, the processes involved in the transport of oxygen fiom the
lungs to the skeletal muscle mitochondria will be examined.

REGULATION OF THE TRICARBOXYLIC ACID CYCLE

The tricarboxyiic acid (TCA) cycle enzymes are responsible for the oxidation of
the acetyl group of acetyl-coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) to carbon dioxide (CO3with the
concurrent reduction of the electron c h e r s NAD+and FAD (Figure 2). Al1 of the TCA
cycle enzymes are found within the mitochondrial matrix with the exception of one,
succinate dehydrogenase, which is located on the imer surface of the inner mitochondrial
membrane. The TCA cycle is cesitral to the oxidative production of ATP as it supplies the

ETC with the reducing equivalents needed to drive ATP synthesis. It is not surprising
then, that the flux through the T C A cycle is highly regulated. Factors thought to regulate

flux through the TCA cycle include allosteric regulation of the non-equilibriurn enzymes,
and the concentration of the T C A cycle intermediates.
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FIGURE 2. Pathway of the TCA cycle with the three non-equilibrium enzymes identified.

Regdation of the Non-Equiiibrium Enzymes
The TCA cycle is comprised of both non-equilibrium and near-equilibrium
reactions. Non-equilibriurn reactions are characterized by concentration ratios of products

and substrates that are much smaller than the value of the equilibrium constant and
consequentiy, by Gibbs' free energy (AG) values that are large and negative. This means
that non-equïlibrium enzymes catalyze irreversible reactions, and that their maximal
activities are considerably lower than that of the nez-equilibriurn enzymes in the same
pathway. Consequently, these enzymes play an important role in providing directionality
in a rnetabolic pathway, such as the TCA cycle. Furthemore, flux through these enzymes
is regulated by allosteric factors as well as through substrate/product concentration

changes. In contrast, near-equilibrium reactions have AG values close to zero since the
concentration ratio of their products and substrates is similar to the value of the
equilibrium concentrations. The flux through these easily reversible reactions is therefore
simply regulated by changes in the substrate/product concentrations.
The first reaction of the TCA cycle involves the condensation of acetyl-CoA with
oxaloacetate to f o m citrate. This reaction, catalyzed by citrate synthase (CS), is one of
three steps of the cycle that are considered to be non-equilibrium. However, the regulation
of CS activity is poorly understood. It is believed that the activity of CS is influenced by
the concentrations of its substrates and product. W l e it is has been suggested by some
that CS is always saturated with acetyl-CoA and, as such is considered to be fluxgenerating (53), others propose that the increase in acetyl-CoA seen at the onset of
exercise stimulates flux through the cycle (22). In addition, increases in oxaloacetate at
the onset of exercise may act to stimulate CS, particularly since this substrate is known

not to saturate the enzyme at rest (53). Like the concentrations of the substrates, the
concentration of the reaction product, citrate, also increases at the onset of exercise.
However, in this case, the increase would be inhibitory to the activity of CS (22).
Nonetheless, flux through the enzyme, and the TCA cycle, increase by several-fold during
exercise such that this potentially inhibitory effect must be ovemdden by other factors. In
particular, it bas been suggested that ADP is an important stimulator of CS activity at the
onset of exercise (43).
The TCA cycle reactions catalyzed by the non-equilibrïum enzymes isocitrate
dehydrogenase P H ) and Zoxoglutarate dehydrogenase (ZOGDH) are considered to be
crucial for the regulation of flux through the TCA cycle (53). Their activity is stirnulated
by increased Ca* concentrations, reductions in the phosphorylation potential, and an

increased redox state of the cell. At rest, allosteric regulation of these enzymes will result
in low activities of IDH and 2-OGDH, and will consequently reduce flux through the
TCA cycle. Durhg exercise, the mitochondria take up Cau released into the cytoplasm by
the sarcoplasmic reticulum dunng the contraction phase of the muscle (51,52). In
conjunction with the increase in mitochondrial Ca*, the drop in the phosphorylation
potential of the ce11 caused by the onset of contraction, will act to increase flux through
the TCA cycle. A reduction in the redox state of the cell at the onset of exercise has also
been hypothesized to stimulate IDH and 2-OGDH (53). However, despite many attempts
to measure the redox state during exercise, research has failed to provide consistent data
on the mitochondrial NAD+/NADHratio so that the importance of this regulation has not
been confirmed.
Both invasive and non-invasive techniques have been employed to measure the
skeletal muscle redox potential. One of the first studies to measure the NAD+/NADH

ratio, monitored fluorescence at the sufiace of isolated canine muscle during twitch
contractions and measured a consistent oxidation of NADH to NAD+ (41).This finding
was later supported by near-infkared spectroscopic measurements of canine cytochrome
a,a3 oxidation state changes during stimulation of repetitive isotonic twitch and tetanic
contraction (77). However, a similar optical technique used over a wide range of
stimulation intensities showed a decrease in oxidized cytochrome a,a3, and therefore a
reduced redox state (18). Studies on human skeletal muscle have also been equivocal. The
mass action ratio of glutamate dehydrogenase was used to estirnate the ratio of free
NAD+/NADH within the mitochondna during steady state and exhaustive exercise, and

showed an increase in the redox state (23). However, this finding was in direct contrast to
direct bioluminescent studies that reported a decline in total NADf in exercising humans
at VOzmax (24), and large increases in total NADH with exercise intensities ranging from
-65-100% VOamax (30,69,70,73). The major limitations in interpreting the changes in
the redox state of the cell are in estimating the relative ratios in the mitochondrial and
cytoplasrnic compartments, and furthemiore, the proportion of NAD+ and NADH found in
the bound venus fiee States. Despite the importance of the rnitochondnal redox state in
the regulation of the metabolic pathways, technical difficulties have prevented reliable
measurement of both qualitative and quantitative changes in the NADf/NADH ratio
during exercise. Consequently, we are unable to make conclusions on the effect of redox
state changes on the TCA cycle flux and therefore, on the ETC.

TCA Cycle Intermediates

The muscle pool of TCA cycle intermediates (TCAI) has been shown to expand

during the onset of exercise (22,72). It has been suggested that this TCAI expansion is
important for maximal flux through the cycle, and hence optimal oxidative energy
production at the onset of exercise (72). As an extension of this hypothesis, it has been
proposed that peripheral muscle fatigue is associated with a decrease in the TCAI (72).
W e a decrease has been obsemed in the TCAI at exhaustion, the total pool
concentration remained well above resting values (22,72), and may equally be interpreted
to be a direct consequence of reduced pyruvate availability as glycogen stores became
depleted (15). Furthemore, the relative changes in individual TCAI during exercise are
not uniform, and no one intermediate has been s h o w to be representative of the changes
in the total pool size (22). As such, a fundamental relationship between TCA cycle flux
and TCAI pool size remains to be established. An alternative explanation for the increase
in TCAI is the mass action effect whereby an accumulation of pyruvate causes increases
in TCAI via anaplerotic reactions such as those catalyzed by alanine aminotransferase,
phosphoenolpymvate carboxykinase, pyruvate carboxylase, and malic enzyme. As such,
the TCAI rnay simply represent a "sink" for pyruvate when its rate of production exceeds
its rate of oxidation (15,20,21). In spite of the potential merits of these hypotheses,
without being able to manipulate the TCAI pool pharmacologically and assess the effects,
the physiological significance of TCAI pool size changes remain speculative.

REGULATION OF PYRWATE DEHYDROGENASE

The substrate for the TCA cycle, acetyl-CoA, c m be derived from both fat and
carbohydrate sources. WhiIe the regulatory mechanisms responsible for the interaction
between fat and carbohydrate energy provision are poorly understood, it is known that as
exercise intensity increases, the proportion of oxidative energy derived fiom fat decreases
and, as such, the provision of acetyl-CoA ftom carbohydrate sources becornes
increasingly important (68). In particular, the provision of energy from fat at the onset of
intense aerobic exercise can be considered to be minimal, Given that pyruvate
dehydrogenase is the enzyme responsible for the conversion of carbohydrate, in the form
of pymvate, to acetyl-CoA, its regulation is central to the entry of pathway substrate into
the TCA cycle.
Pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDHc) is a multienzyme cornplex located in the
rnitochondrial inner membrane-matrix space (85). This non-equilibriurn enzyme catalyzes
the irreversible decarboxylation of pymvate to acetyl-CoA, as shown in equation 2:
pynivate t NAD+t CoA-SH

+ acetyl-CoA + NADH + Hf + COz

(2)

This reaction is catalyzed sequentially by three components of the cornplex: pyruvate
dehydrogenase (El),
Lipoate acetyltransferase (Ez), and dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase (E3).
Only the first step in this reaction, the decarboxylation of pymvate catalyzed by Er,is
irreversible, and it is therefore assumed that control of the whole complex is exerted
through regulation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) step (85).
The complex also contains two regulatory enzymes, PDH-kinase and PDHphosphatase, which regulate the activity of the complex by phosphorylation and

dephosphorylation of the EIcomponent, respectively (85). As such, PDH is found in two
f o m , a phosphorylated, inactive form (PDHb) and a non-phosphorylated, active form
(J?DHa). In addition, the activities of PDH-kinase and PDH-phosphatase are allosterically
regulated by various cations and metabolites that reflect the current rnetabolic state of the
ce11 (Figure 3). PDH-phosphatase is primarily activated by Cau (51,52), whereas PDHkinase is stimulated by high acetyl-CoNCoA-SH (16,571,NADWNAD' (16,57), and
ATPIADP (2-85) ratios. Conversely, PDH-kinase is inhibited by the Iow ratios of these

metabolites, and by pyruvate (2, 85). This allosteric regulation of PDH-kinase and PDHphosphatase favours PDHb formation during resting conditions, and PDHa formation
during exercise. At the onset of exercise, the primary stimuIator for PDH transformation
will be the increase in Ca*. The activation is subsequently further supported by increases

in pyruvate, NAD+, and ADP. PDH activation has been shown to increase with
incremental increases in exercise intensity, up to 90% V02max (11,36). As such, it was
suggested that transformation was important in the regulation of f l u through PDH during
exercise.
Early work with rat heart muscle showed that increases in the concentration ratio
of acetyl-CoACoA-SH led to inhibition of PDH (16). More recently, work done in
human skeletal muscle suggests that, while the acetyl-CoA/CoA-SH ratio may play a role
in the regulation of PDH in resting muscle, its effects are ovemdden during exercise.
Acetate has been used to examine the effects of the acetyl-CoNCoA-SH ratio on PDH
transformation. At rest, some have found that the high ratio induced by acetate infusion
led to a reduced concentration of PDHa at rest compared to control(59), while others
have seen no difference (34). More significantly though, both of these studies showed
activation of PDH during exercise, despite accumulation of acetyl-CoA (34,59). This

finding is supported by an earlier series of sntdies by Constantin-Teodosiu et al. (11-13).
It has therefore been suggested that the stimulatory effects of increased acetyl-CoNCoASH on PDH-kinase are overridden during exercise by other factors, such as increases in
Ca*, ADP/ATP, and pymvate (Il-13,36,60).
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FIGURE 3. Regulation of PDH activity, including covalent transformation between

PDHa and PDHb, and allosteric regulation of the kinase/phosphatase system.

It is apparent from this description of the PDH regulators that some of the factors

are also substrates (Le. pymvate, CoA-SH, NAD+) and products (Le. acetyl-CoA, NADH)
for the PDH reaction. It is possible therefore that these factors regulate PDH activity not
only through allosteric regulation of PDH-kinase and PDH-phosphatase, but also by direct
regulation of the enzyme via concentration changes. However, it is not possible to
discriminate between these two potential effects, and it is therefore not known how large a
role each of these plays independently.
Flux through an enzyme that is covalently regulated, such as PDH, is not always
synonymous with transformation to the active form of the enzyme (i.e. PDHa) because

flux is also determined in part by the availability of substrates and accumulation of
products. Nevertheless, it is possible to mesure flux through PDHa from the rates of
glycogen degradation, glucose uptake and lactate production, or from oxygen uptake, the
respiratory exchange ratio (RER),and an estimate of the active muscle mass (36,58-60).
As such, calculations of in vivo flux through PDHa have been shown to be almost
stoichiometric with the measured PDHa transformation during incremental exercise (11,
36), moderate intensity exercise (60), and high intensity sprint exercise (58) under normal

dietary conditions. However, an exception has been observed whereby the in vivo flux
through PDH was dissociated from the potential flux through PDHa in conditions of
severe glycogen depletion (60). In this study, an intramuscular glycogen depletinp
exercise protocol, followed by a three-day low carbohydrate diet, resulted in reduced flux
through PDH, despite a high transformation to PDHa.
Over the past decade, dichloroacetate @CA) has been used to examine the role of
PDH activation in the regulation of oxidative ATP production. DCA was f3st used to treat
patients suffering from lactic acidosis, as it was shown to lower blood lactate levels by
increasing pynivate oxidation (75,76). DCA infusion Leads to an increased transformation
of PDHb to PDHa by inhibiting PDH-kinase activity (89). The metabolic effects of DCA
infusion were examined in hurnans dunng submaximai and maximal exercise, which
confirmed that DCA could reduce blood lactate at rest, as well as during exercise (7,47).
However, whether the blood lactate lowering effect was a consequence of reduced lactate
production by the active muscle, or of an increased lactate clearance by the liver remained
unclear. A series of studies by Timmons et al. (78-8l), directly examined the effects of
DCA infusion on muscle metabolism during ischemic canine contraction (80, 8 1),
ischemic human knee extensor exercise (79), and human knee extensor exercise with

normal blood fiow (78). In this last study, subjects exercised at -45% VOîmax for 8 min,
with or without pnor DCA infusion. Muscle biopsies showed that DCA infusion resulted
in almost complete activation of PDH and a large accumulation of acetylcarnitine at rest.
Consequently, at the onset of exercise, there would be a potential for increased acetylCoA provision to the TCA cycle from two sources: the accumulated acetylcarnitine pool,
and the increased flux through PDH. Furthemore, if indeed oxidative phosphorylation is
limited by a metabolic inertia, the increased availabiiity of acetyl-CoA from either one, or
both, of these sources should enhance aerobic ATP provision during exercise.
Accordingly, T i m o n s et al. (78) found a reduction in the degradation of
phosphocreatine, indicating a decreased contribution of substrate level phosphorylation to
total ATP production. The sparing of anaerobic energy provision can be calculated fiom

the difference between the measured phosphocreatine degradation and lactate
accumulation in the two trials. In so doing, the increased provision of acetyl-CoA resulted

in a reduction in substrate Ievel phosphorylation of -15.2 mm01 ATP .kg-' dry weight by

8 min of knee extensor exercise at -45% V02max. More recentiy, the effect of DCA
infusion was exarnined during the onset of cycling exercise at 65% VOrmax (35). Howlett
et al. (35) not only observed a significant reduction in phosphocreatine degradation but
also in lactate accumulation. At this higher power output, the sparing of substrate level
phosphorylation (calculated to be 29.4 mm01 ATP -kg-'dry weight by 30 s and 41.4 mm01
ATP kg-Ldry weight by 2 min) was substantially greater. It rernains unclear whether the

reduced reliance on substrate level phosphorylation following DCA infusion is due to the
increased substrate availability (in the forrn of acetyl-CoA) derived from the accumulated
acetylcarnitine, or from the elimination of any potential lag in substrate flux through

PDHa. While Tirnrnons et d.(79-81)observed a decrease in the accumulated

acetylcarnitine pool in their three ischernic studies, suggesting that acetylcaniitine was
converted to acetyl-CoA at the onset of exercise, this was not found in their human study
with n o h a 1 blood flow (78) or in that of Howlett et al. (35). Regardless of the
rnechanism, a faster rate of onset of mitochondrial respiration occurred, resulting in a
better match between ATP consumption and oxidative regeneration mechanisms.
Consequently, these findings provided the first direct evidence that a certain proportion of
substrate level phosphorylation at the onset of exercise reflects an inherent lag in
intracellular oxidative metabolism.

OXYGEN DELIWRY MECHANISMS

The transport of oxygen to skeletal muscle mitochondna is dependent on the

interaction between the convective transport of oxygen in the blood, and its subsequent
diffusion down the PO2 gradient to the rnitochondria. Convective transport of oxygen to
skeletal muscle is deterrnined by muscle blood flow (Q) and the arterial oxygen content
(Ca-), whereas the diffusive component is dictated by the magnitude of the POîgradient
from the blood to the mitochondna and the system diffusion coefficient for oxygen (DO2).
Consequently, the transport of oxygen to its site of consumption in skeletal muscle is
affected by numerous factors and, not surprisingly, it has been proposed that the delivery
of oxygen to the ETC at the onset of exercise may be lirniting the oxidative energy
production. Clearly, diffusion of oxygen from the lungs into the circulatory system is a
prerequisite to its delivery to the skeletal muscle. However, pulmonary function of healthy

individuals is generally only considered to be lirniting in elite athletes during maximal
exercise, and will not be discussed here.
The response of the metabolic pathways to reduced oxygen delivery has been
examined in numerous studies. To mention a few, these include studies that have
employed supine exercise (38), whicii causes a reduction in the local arteriai perfusion
pressure, handgrip exercise above the heart as compared to below h e m level(40),

B-

adrenergic receptor blockade (371, which impairs cardiac output adaptations to exercise,
Whiie these studies have shown that a decrease in
and hypoxia (39,45,54,63,67).
oxygen delivery will result in decreased oxidative phosphorylation, this does not allow
one to conclude whether or not the oxidative energy supply dunng exercise in 'hormai"
conditions is limited by oxygen availability. To determine this, the ideal experïmental
approach would be to increase the rate of adjustment of oxygen delivery to active muscles
during step increases in work rate, and evaluate whether oxidative phosphorylation is
proportionally increased. As with reduced oxygen delivery, several approaches have been
used to test the oxygen transport limitation hypothesis, including modifying inspired
oxygen content, blood hemoglobin concentration, oxygen dissociation from hemoglobin,
and muscle blood fiow. However, the following discussion will prïmarily focus on the
effects of hyperoxic gas breathing on human muscle metabolism during exercise. The
response of skeletal muscle metabolism to hyperoxia during exercise has mainly been
measured by assessing changes in VOzmax and VOz kinetics. Few studies have used a
more direct approach, in which the oxygen deficit is quantified from metabolite changes
measured from muscle biopsies.

Oxygen is found in the blood in two forrns: bound to hemoglobin and dissolved.
However, since oxygen is poorly soluble in body fluids (0.03 mVliter -torr), very little
oxygen is actually physically dissolved in the blood, compared to what is bound to
hemoglobin (84). As such, the total amount of oxygen carried in the blood is described by
equation 4 (where Hb = hemoglobin and Sa-= saturation of Hb).
Ca* = ( [Hb] ' Saoz' 1.34 02/g Elb ) + PO;!' (0.003 mV1OOm.l)

(4)

During hyperoxic gas breathing, when the inspired oxygen fraction can increase fiom

21% up to 100%, arterial POz will increase by approximately six-fold. However, since
hemoglobin is already close to complete saturation (97.5%) during normoxia, the total
amount of oxygen potentially delivered to the muscle will increase by only -10% (84).
Despite this relatively small increase in Cao2, hyperoxic gas breathing may enhance both
convective and diffusive delivery of oxygen to the skeletal muscle, and has been
suggested to significantly increase the contribution of oxidative phosphorylation to total
ATP production during exercise.

Maximal Oxygen Uptake

The response of maximal oxygen uptake (V02max) to hyperoxia has been studied
extensively over the years. However, a major Limitation to this evaluation has been the
technical diff~cultiesassociated with measuring ventilatory oxygen exchange at these high

-

fractional inspiratory oxygen contents. In particular, it was shown that the comrnonly used
Douglas bag technique signXcantly overestimated V02 in hyperoxia, and the problem
was proportional to the oxygen fiaction used (88). Consequently, early studies that
showed increases of -640% in VOzmax when the inspired oxygen fraction was increased

to 0.26-1.00 (19,31,91) may have been erroneous (86, 88). More recently, Knight et al.

(42) used the Fick principle to determine hyperoxic changes in V02max across the
working leg rather than the whole body, as measured at the mouth. This was calculated
fiom the measured maximal arterial blood flow (Qmax) and the difference in Ca% and
venous oxygen content (CV*),as described by equation 5.
FICK PRINCIPLE:

V02max = Qmax

'

(Ca* - Cv-)

(5)

In so doing, a -5-10% increase in V02max was observed during human cycling in
response to an increase in Casfioml9.0 f 0.2 mVdl to 21.6 f 0.3 mudi, due to 100%
oxygen breathing, with no measurable change in muscle bIood flow (42). Since isolated
knee-extensor exercise does not approach the upper limits of cardiac output and is
therefore associated with the highest mass specific oxygen uptake seen in man, this
exercise paradigm has been used to evaluate the oxygen delivery limitation hypothesis

(62). Richardson et al. (62) suggested that this observation, in and of itself, is evidence of
an oxygen supply limitation. Furthemore, Richardson et al. (61) have shown that even in
this highly perfused muscle group, hyperoxic gas breathing (100% 02) can induce an
elevated V02max, as compared to normoxic conditions. This same laboratory has also
used infusion of the ailosteric inhibitor of oxygen-hemoglobin binding RSR13 in the
isolated canine gastrocnemius preparation (66). By increasing the dissociation of oxygen
fkom hemoglobin, they effectively enhanced muscular oxygen extraction and
consequently, increased V02max. While it appears that these repeated demonstrations of
increased VOzmax associated with increased oxygen delivery suggest that an oxygen
limitation may exist during steady state maximai aerobic activity, evaluations of the

responses of submaximal exercise, particularly at the onset of activity, are not well
understood.

Oxygen Uptake Kinetics

Early work by Linnarsson and CO-workers(45) examined the magnitude of the
oxygen deficit incurred during exercise at 50% V02max with different inspired oxygen
fractions. Classically, the oxygen deficit was measured by assessing the amount of oxygen
consumed above basal in the first few minutes post exercise. However, due to the
technical difficulties associated with measuring alveolar VOz during hyperoxia, this
method was not possible. The oxygen deficit was therefore directly quantifed by
assessing the magnitude of intramuscular phosphocreatine degradation and lactate
accumulation. As such, Linnarsson et al. (45) observed a -25% reduction in the oxygen
deficit during hyperbaric (1.40 ATA) hyperoxic submaximal exercise. In conjunction with
work by Pedersen (56),which evaluated the effect of breathing 60% oxygen during
exercise at -75% VOzmax, it was suggested that V02 kinetics were sped up compared to
normoxia (45). By contrast, Linnarsson (44) found no effect on V02on-kinetics by
inspiration of 30% oxygen during cycling exercise at -65% VO2ma.x. The response of
V02 on-kinetics to hyperoxia has since been re-visited numerous times, but the results
remain equivocal. Hughson et al. (39) observed no effect of hyperoxic gas breathing (70%
02) on V 0 2 on-kinetics during cycling at workloads welI below ventilatory threshold

(VT).In addition, MacDonald et al. (48) observed no change in V 0 2 kinetics for
transitions to exercise below VT, whereas an acceleration of kinetics was found during
step transitions above VT. It was therefore suggested that, while the supply of oxygen

may contribute to the control of tissue VOz d d n g high intensity aerobic exercise, it is not
a limiting factor dunng conditions of light workloads. Definitive conclusions cannot be
drawn however because concurrent rneasurements of muscle blood flow have made the
use of hyperoxic gas breathing as a means of increasing convective oxygen delivery
questionable.
A reduction in blood fiow to the exercising muscle, in conjunction with hyperoxic

gas breathing, has been evaluated as a potential source for the apparent discrepancies in
the response of VOz. It has been observed that, despite increases in C a s , hyperoxia also
causes reductions in blood fiow to the muscle that effectively negate the increased oxygen
delivery, and subsequently produce no change in V02max (6,87,90). This was supported
more recently when a decrease in muscle blood flow was measured with Doppler
ultrasound during hyperoxic leg kicking exercise below VT (50). The ensuing lack of
change in VOz was taken as evidence that hyperoxic gas breathing does not act to enhance
convective oxygen delivery. Interestingly, while Horstrnan et al. (33) observed an 8%
decrease in blood flow to isolated canine muscle during hyperoxic stimulation, they stiIl
found a 5% increase in VOzmax. While these studies have demonstrated a reduction in
blood flow in response to hyperoxia, other studies have shown no change (42,49,64).
Furthermore, it was concluded fiom an examination of the on-kinetics of alveolar and k g

V 0 2 that bulk delivery of oxygen to the exercising muscle was not limiting to leg V02
(27). It therefore remains unclear whether the Iack of effect of hyperoxia on oxygen

uptake during exercise is due to a concomitant reduction in blood flow, or some other
limitation, such as the metabolic inertia of the intracellular oxidative machinery.
More recently, Grassi et al. (25, 26) have used a different approach to testing the
oxygen delivery limitation hypothesis. Instead of attempting to increase oxygen delivery

by increasing the fraction of inspired oxygen via hyperoxia, they have more specifically
modified blood flow and the dissociation of oxygen from hemoglobin. As previously
described, the convective delivery of oxygen to the exercising muscle is dependent on
both blood oxygen content and muscle blood flow. Therefore increasing blood flow to the

muscle, without a concomitant decrease in blood oxygen content, will act to increase
convective delivery to the muscle, and thereby should enable the muscle to take up more
oxygen. Similady, diffusive oxygen delivery is determined from the DO2, and the POî
gradient between the blood and the intramuscular rnitochondria, which in itself is
dependent on convective delivery of oxygen, oxygen dissociation from hemoglobin,
myoglobin, and the intramuscular metabolic state. Grassi et al. (25) elirninated any delay
in oxygen delivery to the isolated canine gastrocnemius muscle during the onset of
submaximal contractions by mechanically pump perfusing the muscle, as compared to
allowing spontaneous blood flow adjustments. However, the faster on-kinetics of oxygen
delivery to the muscle did not ~ i ~ c a n talter
l y V 0 2 on-kinetics. They consequently used
this same mode1 and also increased the dissociation of oxygen from hemoglobin with the
administration of RSRl3 in conjunction with hyperoxic gas breathing (100% 0 2 ) (26).
Despite the increase in both difisive and convective oxygen delivery to the muscle at the
onset of contraction, V 0 2 on-kinetics still failed to increase. It was therefore concluded
that V 0 2 at the onset of exercise is not lirnited by oxygen delivery (25,26). One must
keep in mind however that, while Grassi et al. (25,26) present convincing evidence for a
metabolic inertia limitation in isolated canine muscle, the applicability of these findings to
human skeletal muscle metabolism is unknown.
Despite inconclusive effects of hyperoxic gas breathing on convective delivery of
oxygen, difisive delivery to the rnitochondria may still be enhanced. By increasing the

arterial PO2, hyperoxia acts to increase2the partial pressure gradient between the blood and
the intrarnuscular cornpartment, thereby helping to drive oxygen into the cell. It is
therefore possible that the increases in V02max and V02 kinetics seen by some are a
result of enhanced diffusive delivery of oxygen and a subsequent increase in intracellular

PO&

Intraceliular Oxygen Partial Pressure

Chance et al. (9) demonstrated that respiration in isolated mitochondria is not
limited until the PO2 falls below -0.5 Torr. Consequently, investigators have used this
finding of a cntical POz level (POZc"J to determine whether an oxygen limitation exists in
various exercise situations. Myoglobin cryomicrospectroscopy has been used to measure
the distribution of PO2 in subcellular volumes of frozen dog gracilis muscle following
stimulation. Dunng contraction at 70% VOzmax, the minimum PO2 found was >5 Torr
during the rest-work transition and >2 Torr at steady state, yet a significant amount of
lactate accumulation was observed (10). Due to the lack of any anoxic loci, it was
concluded that the production of lactate from substrate level phosphorylation occurred for
reasons other than simple oxygen supply limitation (10). More recently, a series of studies
has used magnetic resonance spectroscopy m S ) to measure myoglobin saturation, an
endogenous probe of tissue oxygen levels, during human isolated knee-extensor exercise
with varying inspiratory fractions of oxygen. It was detennined that intracellular PO2
remained constant during graded incremental exercise up to 100% V02max (65).
Furthemore, hyperoxia (100%02)
caused a si,~ficant increase in intracellular POz with

a concomitant increase in V02max (64). This increase in VOlmax was, however,
proportionally smaller than the increase in PO2. It was suggested that this hyperbolic
relationship between POz and VO2rnax was consistent with the regdation of metabolism
moving from an oxygen limitation to one of metabolic inertia, depending on the oxygen
availability (64). In conjunction with the previous findings of C o ~ e tett al. (IO),
Richardson et al. (64) suggested that human in vivo skeletal muscle oxidative metabolism
is compromised at a POz significantly higher than the POzdt measured by Chance et al.
(9). However, an alternate interpretation has also been proposed.
It has been suggested that a definitive POzrntis not physiologically relevant but
that instead, the intraceilular PO2 interacts with other regulatory parameters of oxidative
phosphorylation, namely the phosphorylation potential and redox state of the cell, which
in turn are modulated in order to maintain the required ATP production over a wide range
of oxygen tensions (92,93). Early work with a variety of intact isolated cells, showed that
oxidative phosphorylation is oxygen dependent throughout the physiological range of
oxygen tension, and that the respiratory rate can be held constant during reductions in PO2
by associated decreases in the phosphorylation potential and redox ratio (92,93). More
precisely, a &op in the intracellular POz during aerobic exercise causes a mismatch
between ATP demand and oxidative ATP production. The resultant increase in ADP (and
drop in phosphorylation potential) will stimulate the metabolic pathways to increase
NADH production (and thereby decrease the redox state). As such, ATP demand will
again be met and VOz will remain constant, albeit at the expense of a reduction in the
energy and redox States of the cell.
Hogan and colleagues (29,32) used 3

1
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inspired oxygen fractions on phosphocreatine degradation during human plantar flexion

exercise. In one such study (32), the t h e to exhaustion was significantly increased with
the inspired oxygen content. While greater phosphocreatine degradation, and Pi and H+
accumulations were observed in hypoxia, hyperoxia did not appear to significantly
decrease the level of these cellular regulators (32). In contrast, measurement of these same
metabolites during steady state exercise at 60% VOzmax showed a sparing of
phosphocreatine with hyperoxia (29). It is important to note that the experimentai design

enabled examination of this hypothesis independent of oxygen onset kinetics. It is
therefore implied that the improved metabolic status was a result of a higher intracellular

POa, rather than faster V 0 2 on-kinetics. However, this does not exclude the possibility
that an acceleration of V 0 2 on-kinetics may also play a role in the reduction of the oxygen
deficit at the onset of exercise.

Few studies have directly examined the response of human muscle metabolism to
hyperoxia during exercise h m muscle biopsies. In addition to the previously mentioned
studies by Linnarsson et al. (49, the onIy other such study is the very recent work by
Linossier and coworkers (46). Linossier et al. (46) directly measured the alterations in
musde metabolites during human maximd cycling with inspiration of 60% oxygen.
Although there was no dif5erence in phosphocreatine degradation, they observed a higher
glycogenolytic rate in conjunction with a 20% lower lactate accumulation and no change
in pynivate. It was therefore suggested that hyperoxia caused a greater oxidation of
pyruvate by the TCA cycle (46). Furthemore, Linossier et al. (46) also measured total

NADH using the bioluminescent technique. No change in total NADH was found with

hyperoxia, whereas an increase was observed during nonnoxia. Although this
measurernent of NADH may not be reiiabIe (as discussed previousfy), it is proposed that
this was indicative of a better match between NADH production and oxidation during
hyperoxia. It is therefore believed that oxidative phosphorylation was enhanced d u h g
hyperoxia, and that the ensuing reduction in metabolic acidosis resulted in a 38% increase
in tirne to exhaustion (46).

Research of the limiting factors of energy provision by oxidative phosphorylation
has been plagued with technical and methodological limitations, and some of the findings
have been seemingly contradictory. However, Tschakovslq and Hughson (83) suggest
that this is due to the theoretical approaches used by the various investigators. Instead of
two mutually exclusive hypotheses on the limiting factors affecting oxidative
phosphorylation, it appears that the regulation of aerobic metabolism at the onset of
exercise should be viewed as an integration of both oxygen delivery (diffisive and
convective) and metabolic inertia (as set by the energy and redox States, and enzyme
activation status) (83).

CHAPTER 3: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

At the onset of submaxhal exercise, there is a transient mismatch between the
required ATP and oxidative ATP production. The skeletai muscle must therefore rely on
substrate level phosphorylation to supplement oxidative ATP synthesis. Two theories for
this apparent lag in aerobic energy production have been proposed. The first of these is
that the metabolic pathways associated with aerobic ATP production are sluggish, and
require a certain period of time to be activated and produce reducing equivalents. The
second theory points to a relative deficiency in oxygen in sorne muscle fibres at the onset
of exercise, as a certain period of time is also needed to deliver the required amount of
oxygen.
The general purpose of the present shidy was to investigate specific aspects of
both of these theories. The response of human skeletal muscle metabolism to increased
substrate delivery, in the form of acetyl-CoA, and increased oxygen delivery was
examined at the onset of intense aerobic exercise (90% V02ma.x).
Previous studies have shown that increasing the provision of oxidative substrate at
the onset of low to moderate intensity exercise can decrease the reliance on substrate level
ATP production, and thereby reduce the oxygen deficit, implying that rnetabolic inertia is
Therefore, the first purpose of this study was to examine
a limiting factor (35,78-82).
whether increased substrate provision would have the same effect at the onset of high
intensity aerobic exercise. Furthermore, the magnitude of the reduction in the oxygen
deficit was found to be greater during modemte intensity (65% VO2max)than low
intensity (-45% V02max) exercise (35,78).It was thus proposed that an increased

provision of oxidative substrate would result in an even greater reduction in the reliance
on substrate Ievel phosphorylation at the onset of high intensity exercise (90% VOtmax).
The oxygen delivery limitation has been investigated by increasing the inspired
oxygen fraction during exercise and exarnining the subsequent effects on human skeletal
muscle metabolism. If oxygen is lirniting at the onset of exercise, then an increased
provision of oxygen should result in a reduction in the reliance on substrate level
phosphorylation. This can be determined from VOz measurements at the mouth or across
the active muscle group or, more directly, from assessment of phosphocreatine
degradation and lactate accumulation fkom muscle biopsies. While the effect of hyperoxia
on oxygen delivery remains unclear, an acceleration of V 0 2 kinetics has been observed at
the onset of exercise above the VT (-80% VOzmax) with hyperoxic gas breathing (48).

However, few studies have made direct measurements of changes in muscle metabolites
during aerobic exercise in hyperoxia (45,46). Furthemore, neither of these studies made
measurements during the onset of exercise, and the workload used in one of these studies
(50% V02max) was well below that used by MacDonald et al. (48) to induce an
improvement in the rate of oxidative ATP production (45). Consequently, the second
purpose of this study was to directly examine the response of human skeletal muscle
metabolism to hyperoxic gas breathing at the onset of high intensity aerobic exercise
(90 % V02max).

Hypotheses

1. Dichloroacetate infusion, by increasing resting muscle PDH activation and

acetylcarnitine availability, increases the reliance on oxidative phosphorylation at

the onset of exercise at 90% V02max, resulting in reduced substrate Ievel

phosphorylation (or oxygen deficit, as rneasured by a smaller degradation of
phosphocreatine and accumulation of lactate). Furthemore, it is hypothesized that
DCA infusion prior to exercise at 90% VOzmax reduces the oxygen deficit to a

greater extent than what has been observed at lower power outputs.

2. Hyperoxic gas breathing (100% Oz) ailows for a faster rate of oxidative ATP
provision and thereby reduce the oxygen deficit at the onset of exercise at 90%
V02max, as evidenced by less phosphocreatine degradation and lactate

accumulation.

CHAPTER 4: METHODS

Subjects. Eight hedthy males, who regularly engaged in running or cycling
exercise, volunteered to participate in this study. The number of aerobic activities per
week ranged among subjects from one individual who played squash once per week and
cycled to and from school (-13 Wweek), to the most active individual who mained for
triathlons 3-5 times per week. Their mean (+ SE) age, height, weight, and VOamax were

23.6 f 0.3 yr, 179.8 f 0.7 cm, 75.7

+ 0.9 kg, and 54.2 20.9 ml. kg-'- min-', respectively.

Subjects completed health histones. The experimentd procedures and potential risks were
fully explained to each subject pnor to their participation in the study, and written
informed consent was received £rom all subjects. The Human Ethics Cornmittees of both
the University of Guelph and McMaster University approved the expenmental protocol.

Dichioroacetic Acid (DCA). Dichloroacetic Acid (monosodium salt) was
obtained from TC1 America (Portland, OK) under the supervision of Dr. N. L. Jones,
McMaster University. It was prepared under sterile conditions at a concentraticon of 100

mg/rnl (pH 7.0) by the pharmacy at the McMaster University Medical Centre. "T'he
concentration and pu@ were subsequently verified by Dr. G. Lopaschuk, Unüversity of
Alberta. It was delivered intravenously to subjects in the dose of 100 mglkg bady weight
using -500 ml normal saline solution over the course of 1 h imrnediately prior to exercise.

Pre-ExperimentalProtocol. Subjects underwent a continuous incremental
exercise test on a bicycle ergorneter (Excalibur, Quinton Instruments, Seattle, WA) in

order to detennine their V02max using a metaboiic cart (SensorMedics Mode1 2900,
Yorba Linda, CA)- From these values, the power output required to elicit 90% of V02max
was calculated. The mean power output for the trials was 273

+ 5 W. To familiarize the

subjects with the expenmental protocoi, they reported to the laboratory on a separate day

and sat quietly for 20 min while breathïng through a mouthpiece attached to the required
headgear. The subjects subsequently cycled for 5 min at the calculated power output, in
order to confirm that the correct percentage of V02max was reached. Subjects were
instructed to refrain from strenuous physical activity on the day prior to and the day of the
experiments. Subjects were also instmcted to consume the same diet, to refrain from
alcohol consumption, and to lirnit their cafTeine intake for 24 h prior to each trial.
Habitual coffee dnnkers were allowed to consume their regular mornïng dose of coffee
but otherwise, subjects were told to abstain from drinking or eating anything caffeinated.

Experimental roto col. On three separate expenmental days (a minimum of 1
wk apart), subjects arrived at the laboratory having consumed the same rneal within 2-4 h

from the start of the study. The expenmental protocol foilowed on each trial day is
sumrnarized in figure 4. One hour prior to each exercise trial, a catheter was inserted into
the antecubital vein of each subject and a 500 ml infusion of saline or saline with DCA
was started while the subjects rested on a bed. Subjects had one leg prepared for needle
biopsies staaing 40 min before the start of exercise, with three incisions made through the
skin superficial to the vastus Iateralis muscle under local anaesthesia (2% Lidocaine
without epinephrine) 10 min p i o r to the trial (4). Beginning 20 min before the start of
exercise and lasting until the end of each trial, subjects inspired nomoxic (21% 0 2 ) or

hyperoxic (100% 02)
gas fiom a large Tissot Tank. The order of the three possible
conditions, normoxic breathing with saline infusion (control triai, CON), normoxic
breathing with DCA infusion (dichloroacetate trial, DCA), or hyperoxic breathing with
saline infusion (hyperoxia trial, HYP), was randomized. Five minutes prior to exercise,
the venous catheter was removed and a resting muscle biopsy was taken. The subject
subsequently moved to the electronicalIy braked cycle ergometer and began pedalling at

the predetemined power output, leading with the biopsied k g from an initial 135' angle
to the ground. Exercise biopsies were taken at 30 s and 90 s while the subject remained
seated on the cycle ergometer. The average stopping time for the 30 s biopsy was
standardized at -30

S.

Sarnples were immediately fkozen in liquid nitrogen (&), removed

from the biopsy needle, and stored in liquid N2until analysis.
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FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram of the experimental protocol timeline.

AnaIyses. A small piece of frozen wet muscle (10-20 mg) was removed under
liquid N2 for the determination of PDH transformation (PDHa), as described by
Constantin-Teodosiu et al. (14) and rnodified by Putman et al. (60). The remainder of the

biopsy sample was freeze-dried, dissected of al1 visible blood, connective tissue, and fat,
powdered, and stored at -80' C for subsequent analysis.
One aliquot of fkeeze-dried muscle was extracted with 0.5M HC104 (containing

1mM EDTA) and neutralized with 2.2M KHC03.This extract was used for determination
of creatine, phosphocreatine (PCr), ATP, glycerol-3-phosphate (G-3-P), glucose-6phosphate (G-6-P), lactate, hctose-6-phosphate, and glucose by spectrophotometric
assays (3,28). The extract was also assayed for pyruvate using enzymatic methods (55)
modified for fluorometery (Perkin Elmer Mode1 LS-50).Acetyl-CoA and acetylcarnitine
were detennined by radiometric measures (8). Resting muscle glycogen content was
determined on a second aliquot of freeze-dried muscle extracted using arnyloglucosidase
in 0.2M citric acid and 0.2M sodium phosphate (28).

Calculations. Free ADP and AMP concentrations were calculated by assuming
equilibrium of the creatine kinase and adenylate kinase reactions (17). Free ADP was
calculated using the measured ATP, PCr, and creatine content, and a H+concentration
estimated from the muscle lactate content according to the regression equation of Sahlin
et al. (71). Free AMP was calculated frorn the ATP concentration and the estimated fiee

ADP. Free Pi was calculated by adding the estimated resting free phosphate of 10.8 m o l
'

kg-' dm (17) to the difference in phosphocreatine (NCr) minus the accumulation of

glycolytic intemediates G-6-P (AG-6-P) and G-3-P (AG-3-P) between rest and each
exercise t h e point. To correct for differences in blood or connective tissue contents
between samples, al1 muscle metabolites and the activity of PDHa were corrected to the
highest total creatine value in the nine biopsies for a given subject. Anaerobic energy

yield was calculated as the mm01 ATP - kg-' dm derived from phosphocreatine
degradation and lactate accumulation such that, anaerobic energy yield = APCr + (1.5)
&a.

Statistics. AU data are presented as means

+ SE. For al1 dependent variables

except glycogen content, a two-way ANOVA (time x trial)with repeated rneasures was
used. Significance was set at cc = 0.05 and, when obtainzd, a Tukey post hoc test was used
to identiS where significant differences occurred. For glycogen content, a one-way

ANOVA with repeated measures was employed.

CHAPTER 5: RESULTS

P D k There was no significant difference in PDH activation between CON and
HYP at any time point (Fig. 5). DCA inhision at rest resulted in a marked increase in

PDHa compared to CON and HYP (P S 0.001) such that resting PDHa in DCA was
sunilar to that reported for maximum total PDH activity during intense exercise (36).
Despite sigdicant increases in PDHa in CON and HYP it remained significantly higher
in DCA compared to the other trials after 30 s of exercise. Dunng the subsequent minute,

PDHa continued to increase significantly in CON and HYP whereas it decreased
significantly in DCA such that by 90 s, there was no significant difference in PDH
activation among the three trials.

Muscle Metabolites. There were no significant differences in AW among trials
or over time (Table 1).Compared to pre-exercise, PCr decreased ~ i ~ c a n tatl all
y time
points but was similar among aU three trials (Fig. 6). Lactate increased significantly at al1
time points and its accumulations were sirnilar in al1 three trials (Fig. 7).
Acetyl-CoA and acetylcarnitine were markedly elevated in the DCA aial
compared to CON and HYP at al1 time points (P 5 0.001),and there was no statistical
difference between CON and HYP (Fig. 8). There was no significant change in acetylCoA in DCA over time and, despite a significant accumulation of acetyl-CoA in CON and

IHYf over the 90 s of exercise, its final concentration in these trials was lower than that of
DCA. In al1 three trials, acetylcamïtine content increased consistently and was
signXcantly eIevated fiom rest by 90 s (P 5 0.001).
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DCA
+HYPEROXIA
-0-

+P

0.0

l

I
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FIGURE 5. Pynivate dehydrogenase transformation to the more active a form (PDHa)
during CON, DCA, HYP.

t

*

Signifïcantly dzerent than rest for the sarne trial.

Significantly different than 30 s for the same trial, $ Significantly difFerent than CON

and HYP for the sarne tirne point.

TABLE 1. Muscle metabolite contents during CON, DCA, and KYP. Ail values are
means * SE (n = 8) and are in units of mm01 kg-Ldry wt, except free ADP and free
AMP, which are in units of pmol kg-' dry wt.

ATP

G-3-P

CON
DCA
HYP
CON
DCA

HYP
G-6-P
Glucose

CON
DCA
HYP
CON
DCA

HYP
Pyruvate

Free ADP

Free AMP

Free Pi

CON
DCA
HYP
CON
DCA
HYP
CON
DCA
HYP
CON
DCA

HYP

Os
24.8 i 1.3
24.2 I 0.8
26.0 r 0.7
0.3 i 0.2
1.0 0.2
1.1 r 0.3
0.3 i 0.1
0.4 r 0.1
0.4 r 0.1
4.0 ~t0.7
1.9 I 0.2
2.6 r 1.0
O. 15 2 0.03
O. 10 0.02
0.13 0.02
101.0 I 3.1
85.2 r 2.1
97.9 I 1.9
0.42 r 0.02
0.29 r 0.01
0.36 i 0.01

*

*
*

30 s
25.6 r 1.0
24.4 i 1.0
24.6 1-6
2.5 i 0.2 *
3.2 2 0.4 *
2.1 I0.5
1.7 I0.7
1.4 I0.3
1.6 I0.2
4.5 I1.0
4.7 t 0.8 *
4.6 I0.7
0.23 rt 0.05
0.26 I0.0 1
0.32 I0.07
209.4 I 7.4 *
184.0 r 5.3 *
226.2 I8.4 *
1.66 i0.09
1.36 0.07
2.11 * 0.14
38.2 r 0.9 *
40.2 * 1.1 *
45.0 1.2 *

90 s
25.1 * 0.7
23.8 I1.2
25.3 i 0.9
2.2 * 0.5 *
4.1 r 0-6 *Y
3.6 I 0.6 *t
2.6 i 0.5 *
2.9 r 0.7 *
3.7 * 1.1 *t
5.1 t 0.7
5.9 + 1.0 *
3.7 t 0.3
0.28 i 0.03
0.6 1 i: 0.14
0.3 1 + 0.07
273.7 * 8.4 *
327.3 I 23.9 *-f
302.7 2 17.9 *
2.93 I 0.15
5.27 r 0.79 *t
4.02 I 0.44 *
52.3 I 1.1 *t
58.7 t 2.0 *j52.9 i 2.1 *

*e

* Significantly different than rest for the same trial. t Significantly different than 30 s for
the same trial. $ Significantly different than CON and KYP for the same time point. 'Y

Significantly different than CON for the same time point.
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FIGURE 6. Phosphocreatine degradation during CON,DCA, and HYP.

* Signincantlydifferent than rest for the same trial. t Significantly different than 30 s for
the same triai.
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FIGURE 7. Intrarnuscular lactate accumulation during CON,DCA, and HYP.

* SignincantIy different than rest for the same trial. t Sigdïcantly different than 30 s for
the sarne trial.
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FIGURE 8. A) Acetyl-CoA and B) acetytcamitine accumulations during CON,DCA,
and HYP. * Significantly diEerent than rest for the sarne trial. t Significantly différent
than 30 s for the same trial. $ Significantly different than CON and HYP for the same
t h e point.

Resting G-3-P, G-6-P,free glucose, and pymvate contents were not significantly
different among trials (Table 1). G-3-P and G-6-P contents increased during exercise and
reached significantly higher levels than rest by 90 s in al1 three trials (P 1 0.05). Glucose
content increased sigriificantly fiom rest after 30 s of exercise in DCA (P = 0.022) but
subsequently remained constant. CON and HYP glucose contents were similar over time

and glucose showed no significant differences arnong the three trials at any t h e point.
The 90 s pyruvate value in DCA was markedly higher than both the rest and 30 s values
for this same trial (P 10.001) and was also significantly higher than either CON or HYP

90 s samples (P 10.001). Al1 other values for pynivate across time or between trials were
however s i d a r .
Free ADP, AMP, and Pi accumulations were not significantly different between
trials at any time, but there was a consistent increase over time (Table 1). Free ADP
content was significantly higher than rest by 30 s of exercise and subsequently continued
to increase in dl three trials although this only reached statistical significance in DCA.
Free AMP increased during exercise in al1 three trials and was si,dficantly higher by 90 s
in both the DCA and HYP trials. Resting free Pi content is not shown because, as
discussed earlier, it is assumed to be 10.8 rnrnol kg-' dry wt. The 30 s free Pi were
markedly higher than the arbitrary resting value in al1 three conditions (P 10.05), and a
M e r accumulation led to ~ i ~ c a n thigher
l y levels in both CON and DCA.
Resting muscle glycogen contents were similar between aU trials (CON = 463.5

+

31.3, DCA = 455.6

i 43.2,

and HYP = 440.9 * 35.7). Glycogen content was not

detennined for the other time points as the expected change in muscle glycogen over this
short duration of exercise would be well below the detection limits of this assay.

Anaerobic Energy Yield. There were no signifkant differences in the calculated
total anaerobic energy yield among the trials. indicating that the reliance on substrate level
phosphorylation was the same for al1 three trials (Table 2).

TABLE 2. Anaerobic energy yield in CON, DCA, and HYP expressed :in units of mm01
ATP ' kg-' dry wt. AU values are means f SE (n = 8). See "rnethods" for details on

calculations.

Trial
0-30s
CON
- -

DCA

-

51.2

=t5.4

56.5

2

T h e Interval
30-90s
39.4 I7.1

-

7.1

50.7 I13.9

0-90s
90.6

9.5

CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION

At the onset of submaximal exercise, a transient mismatch between the required

ATP and that produced by oxidative phosphorylation necessitates that contracting skeletal
muscle rely on substrate level phosphorylation to supplement oxidative ATP synthesis.

The two theones that have been proposed to explain this reliance include rnetabok inertia

and oxygen delivery limitations. To investigate these two possibiiities, the current study
exarnined the response of human skeletal muscle metabolism to both enhanced oxidative
substrate supply and oxygen delivery at the onset of exercise at 90% V02max. It was
hypothesized that both of these permutations would increase oxidative ATP production,
and consequently result in a decreased reliance on substrate level phosphorylation.
However, the results of the current study refute both of the main hypotheses. The oxygen
deficit at the onset of exercise at 90% V02max, as measured fiom the degradation of
phosphocreatine and lactate accumulation, was not different from CON in either DCA or

HYP. Furthemore, DCA infusion did not reduce the magnitude of the oxygen deficit, as
has been seen at lower power outputs. As such, the active muscle was not able to increase
the rate of utifization of oxidative substrate, in the form of acetyl-CoA or oxygen, at the
onset of exercise at 90% VOzmax. This implies that oxidative phosphorylation is not
limited by a metabolic inertia at the level of PDH, nor by oxygen delivery to the muscle,
during the transition from rest to exercise at 90% VOzmax.

DCA Iiifusion

DCA inhibits PDH-kinase activity, and thereby increases the transformation of

PDH to its active a forrn (PDHa)(89). Correspondingly, DCA infusion at rest in the
current investigation resulted in activation of PDH to levels previously found during
maximal exertion (14,58). The high resting levels of PDHa subsequently allowed
increased acetylation of free CoA-SX and carnitine pools, such that resting muscle
contents of acetyl-CoA and acetylcamitine were significantly higher during DCA than

CON (Fig. 8). Furthemore, the content of PDHa during DCA remained signiticantly
higher than CON after 30 s of exercise at 90% VOzmax (Fig. 5). As such. DCA infusion
led to an increased availability of acetyl-CoA from two potential sources: the fnst being
from the elimination of any potential lag in substrate flux through PDHa at the onset of
exercise, and the second fiom the increased resting contents of acetyl-CoA and
acetylcarnitine. Despite these offers of increased provision of oxidative substrate, the rate
of oxidative phosphorylation at the onset of exercise at 90% V02max was not increased,

as reflected by the magnitude of the oxygen deficit. No difference was found in the
degradation of phosphocreatine (Fig. 6) or the accumulation of lactate (Fig. 7) between

DCA and CON, implying that the reliance on substrate level, and consequently, oxidative
phosphorylation was the same in the two trials.
This finding conflicts with those of studies examining the effect of DCA infusion
on human muscle metabolism at the onset of exercise at -45-65% V02max (35,78,79)
and ischernic canine muscle during maximal contraction (80, 8 1). However, the canine
studies involved stimulation of isolated in vivo muscle at a supramaximal voltage to
induce peak twitch tension, and the applicability of their results to human skeletal muscle

with normal blood flow is unclear. In each of these studies (35,78-81),increased

provision of oxidative substrate from either increased PDHa or significantly higher
acetyl-CoA and acetylcarnitine levels following DCA treatment, produced a marked
reduction in the oxygen deficit. This reduced reliance on substrate level phosphorylation
was reflected by sorne combination of decreased phosphocreatine breakdown and lactate
accumulation. It was consequently concluded that oxidative phosphorylation dunng low
to moderate intensity human exercise is lirnited by the inertia of the rnetabolic machinery
(35,78,79). hterestingly however, even with an improved rate of activation of oxidative
metabolism, a significant amount of substrate level phosphorylation stili occurred at these
work rates. Furthemore, the inability to totally utilize the pre-exercise stores of acetylated
compounds suggests that, even at these lower workloads, some other limitation(s) to the
rate of oxidative phosphorylation exist.
It is not clear why the skeletal muscle was unable to use the extra substrate
provided at the onset of exercise at 90% V02max, while this has previously been s h o w
to be effective at lower work rates. These results imply that oxidative metabolism at the
onset of intense aerobic exercise is not limited by the metabolic inertia of PDH. However,
it is not possible to discem whether the inability to use the extra substrate provided was
caused by a rnetabolic inertia limitation downstream to PDH, i.e. the TCA cycle, or an
oxygen delivery limitation.
The TCA cycle is central to the oxidative production of ATP as it supplies the

ETC with the reducing equivalents needed to drive ATP synthesis. Factors believed to
regulate flux through the cycle include flux through the non-equilibrium enzymes
isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) and 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (ZOGDH), and the
concentration of the TCA cycle intermediates (TCAI). However, when the maximal

activities of the two non-equilibrium enzymes (5) are compared to in vivo estimates of
flux through the TCA cycle (5,20) and the catalytic potential of PDH (20, 36,59),they

are al1 similar. This suggests that flux of substrate through the TCA cycle, as detennined
by the activity of these regulatory enzymes, will generally match flux through PDH.
Therefore, if the inertia of the TCA cycle is indeed lirniting to oxidative phosphorylation,
it would appear that the limitation lies in the concentration of the TCAI.

The total pool of TCAI increases several-fold during exercise, and the rnajonty of
this increase has been shown to occur within the first minute of contraction (20,22).
Consequently, it has been proposed that this increase in total TCAI pool size at the onset
of exercise is important for maximal flux through the TCA cycle, and hence optimal
oxidative energy production (22,72). However, an altemate hypothesis is that this
accumulation is merely a consequence of the mismatch between ATP demand and
provision, and represents a "sink" for pymvate when its rate of production exceeds that of
its oxidation (15,20,21). As such, the increased levels of the TCAI wouId not play a
regulatory role in the flux through the TCA cycle, but would simply be the result of mass
action. In an attempt to investigate the existence of a regulatory nature of the TCAI,
Gibala et al. (21) have also used DCA infusion. At rest, it was observed that DCA caused
a -50% reduction in the TCAI pool. However, on contraction, the rate of increase in
muscle TCAI was higher after DCA pre-treatment than control, such that by 1 min, there
was no difference in TCAI pool size between the trials. Gibaia et al. (21) were therefore
unsuccessful in evduating the limitation of the inertia of the TCA cycle, as reflected by
the TCAI pool size, at the onset of human knee-extensor exercise at -70% of maximal
capacity. In spite of these efforts, without being able to manipulate the TCAI pool in
human skeletal muscle during exercise and assess the subsequent effects on oxidative

ATP production, the physiological significance of TCAI pool size changes remain
specuiative.
An altemate explanation for the lack of improvement in the oxygen deficit in the
current study as compared to the previous investigation at 65% VOzmax (35) points to the
training status of the subjects. The subjects of the current study were al1 moderately to
well trained and paaicipated in frequent aerobic activities, whereas none of those who
participated in the study by Howlett et al. (35) were reported to be well-trained. This
greater activity level, in conjunction with a higher mean V02max of the subjects in the
current study (V02max= 54.2 f 0.9 ml kg-' * min-', as compared to 50.5 I2.4 ml .kg"

.

min-'),suggests that the subjects in the current study were better trained. This is further
supported by the magnitude of the oxygen deficits found in these two studies. By 30 s of
cycling in each of the control conditions, the anaerobic energy yield at 90% VOîmax was
5 1.2

+ 5.4 mm01 ATP

kg-'dry weight (present study), whereas at 65% VOzmax it

amounted to -70 mm01 ATP - kg-' dry weight (35). It is therefore possible that, due to
their training status, the subjects in the current study were already adapted to minirnize the
reliance on substrate level phosphorylation at the onset of exercise. This would suggest
that training elirninates any potential metabolic inertia such that even when extra
oxidative substrate is supplied, the system is unable to utilize it. However, in order to
convincingly conclude that training status did indeed play a roIe in this investigation, a
training study would be needed whereby a group of individuals would be tested during the
onset of exercise with and without DCA pre-treatment prior to and after a training
regimen. Nonetheless, even in these well-trained subjects, a marked reliance on substrate
level phosphotylation still occurred. It is possible therefore that the reliance on substrate

level phosphorylation at the onset of exercise is simply obligatory. Particularly at this high
intensity, when acetyl-CoA derived from fat is minimal, phosphocreatine breakdown, and
the consequent build-up of ADP and Pi, is an absolute requirement for the activation of
glycogenolysis and oxidative phosphoryIation to the required levels.
Yet another possibility is that, at 90% V02max, a limitation by the metabolic
inertia is masked by a greater one at the level of oxygen delivery to the active muscle.
Therefore, in order to investigate the potential existence of an oxygen delivery Limitation
at the onset of high intensity aerobic exercise, the current investigation also examined the
response of muscle metabolism to inspiration of 100%oxygen.

Hyperoxic Gas Breathing

The delivery of oxygen to the rnitochondria of the active muscle involves both
convective transport of oxygen through the circulatory system, and its subsequent
diffusion into the muscIe fibres. Convective delivery of oxygen is dependent on both
blood flow to the muscle and the content of oxygen in the blood, whereas diffusive
transport is dictated by the DOz and the PO2 gradient between the two compartments.
Furthemore, the PO2 gradient itself is dependent on rnany factors including convective
delivery of oxygen, oxygen dissociation from hemoglobin, myoglobin saturation, and the
intramuscular metabolic state. By increasing the arterial PO2, and consequently the Ca*,
hyperoxic gas breathing may enhance both convective and diffusive delivery of oxygen to
the active muscle. Lf human skeietal muscle oxidative metabolism is indeed limited by
oxygen availability at the onset of exercise, then an increased delivery of oxygen to the
active muscle should increase the rate of oxygen uptake, and subsequently reduce the

reliance on substrate level phosphorylation. However, we found no difference in
phosphocreatine degradation (Fig. 6) or lactate accumulation (Fig. 7) between F M ? and

CON at the onset of exercise at 90% VOzmax. These results indicate that inspiration of
100% oxygen during exercise was ineffective in modiQing the reliance on substrate level
phosphorylation, and consequently the rate of oxidative phosphorylation at the onset of
high intensity aerobic exercise,

This finding confiicts with those of previous metabolic studies that have s h o w a
significant reduction in the oxygen deficit during exercise at 50% VO2rnax with
hyperbaric (1.40 ATA) hyperoxia (45)and during maximal cycling with 60% oxygen
breathing (46). Furthermore, MacDonald et al. (48) showed that hyperoxic gas breathing

(70% 02)can speed up the rate of energy production by oxidative phosphorylation at the
onset of exercise above VT (-80% VOzmax) but not below VT (-50% V02max). It is not
clear why 100%oxygembreathing during exercise well above VT in the current
investigation did not irnprove oxygen utilization by the active muscle. However, several
reasons are possible: 1) hyperoxia simply did not increase the convective delivery of
oxygen to the muscle, 2) a diffusion limitation prevented increased oxygen uptake by the
cell, or 3)oxidative phosphorylation at the onset of cycling exercise at 90% V02max is
not limited by oxygen availability.
The ability of hyperoxic gas breathing to increase convective delivery of oxygen
to the active muscle has been questioned. Despite measurable increases in the Cao2,
hyperoxia has also been shown to decrease blood flow, effectively negating any potential
increase in convective oxygen delivery (6,50,87,90).However, while Horstman et al.

(33)observed an 8% reduction in blood flow to isolated canine muscle during hyperoxic
stimulation, they still found a 5%increase in V02max. Furthermore, several groups have

found no difference i n blood flow dunng hyperoxia compared to normoxia (42,49,64).
However, most of the existing blood flow measurements were made during steady state
whereas the current investigation was examining the transition between rest and exercise,
when blood flow measurements are complicated. The present study did not measure blood
flow and it is therefore not possible to conclude whether the Iack of improvement in
energy provision by oxidative phosphorylation was caused by a concument reduction in
blood flow during hyperoxic gas breathing. Despite inconclusive effects of hyperoxia on
convective delivery o f oxygen to the active muscle, diffusive transport may still be
enhanced by the elevated arterial PO2.
A recent seneç of studies by Grassi et al. (25-26) examined the response of

isolated canine gastrocnemius V02 kinetics to increased blood flow, and
pharmacologically elevated oxygen dissociation from hemoglobin in conjunction with
hyperoxia (100% 02) dunng the onset of submaximaI (-65% V02max) contractions.
Despite markedly faster on-kinetics of oxygen delivery, no improvement in the VO2
kinetics was found. Consequently, Grassi et al. (25,26) concluded that VOz at the onset of
exercise is not lirnited by oxygen delivery. However, without intracellular PO2
measurements, it is not possible to ascertain that some difisional Limitation did not
prevent their perturbations fiom significantly increasing mitochondrial oxygen
availability. Using magnetic resonance spectroscopy to measure myoglobin-associated
PO2 during maximal hurnan knee-extensor exercise, Richardson et al. (64) found that
inspiration of 100%oxygen caused significant increases in the intracellular PO2, and was
subsequently associated with an elevated V02max. It would therefore seem likely that
Grassi et al. (25,26), who not only used hyperoxia to elevate oxygen delivery but also
pump-pemised blood flow and the allosteric inhibitor of oxygen-hemoglobin binding

RSR13, were also able to increase intracellular POz, and that oxygen deiivery was in fact
not limiting. Along these sarne fines, the findings of Richarcison et al. (64)suggest that
hyperoxia in the current investigation should have increased the availability of oxygen to
the active mitochondria. Consequently, this would suggest that human skeletal muscle
oxidative phosphorylation at the onset of exercise at 90% V02max is not limited by
oxygen deiivery but instead, by some other factor(s). However this conclusion is
speculative. Neither intramitochondrial, nor intracellular rneasurements of PO2 were made
in the current study. It is therefore not known whether inspiration of 100%oxygen was
effective in increasing difisive transport and consequentiy the availability of oxygen to
the active rnitochondria during the onset of exercise at 90% V02max. We can only
confidently Say that our findings suggest that either there was no increase in oxygen
availability to the mitochondria, or that the mitochondria were not able to use the oxygen
more rapidly due to some other limitation(s) to oxidative phosphorylation, such as a
metabolic inertia.
In sumrnary, it appears that the rate of oxygen utilisation at the onset of high
intensity exercise is not lirnited by either oxygen delivery to the active muscle, or by the
metabolic inertia of PDH suggesting that, if indeed a limitation is present, it is
downstream to PDH. However, a cleaner investigation of the oxygen delivery limitation is
needed in order to clearly rule out its existence. Perhaps metabolic assessments of the
effects of induced erythrocythemia, via blood doping or recombinant human
erythropoeitin use, on human muscle rnetabolism during the onset of exercise in
conjunction with blood fiow measurements could shed some Iight on the issue.
Furthermore, pharmacological manipulation of the TCAI may help to identify any
limitations at the level of the TCA cycle.
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APPENDIX 1: RAW METABOLIC DATA
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44.2939 54.1326
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80.6397
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40.4204
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71-1999
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42.431 1
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84.0944
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MK
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VE
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S.E.

i
4.304
5.491
0.42
9.146
8.652
8.683
6.793
1.361
1.364

S.E.
1.9639
2.5653
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5.8488
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7.0535

S.E.

E'

6.64 26.345
70.59 40.634
0.96 35.777
S.E*
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HP0
HP30
HP90

MK
JH
O
2.0381 1
1-67044 2.331 37
O
3.64091
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4.1 8791 2.6241 2
6.95041 4.54679
0.81971 2.59103
4.20736 2.88778
7.0581 3 2.02884

JN

MB

O
2.30326
3.62028
0.7944
3.48584
4.4853
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O
3.20457
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0.60559
2.1 5145
3.7608
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0.28828
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LE
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11.4499
l3.579f
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28.1 2
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CV
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21.RI 29.3942
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O
3.41 17
15.1 196 17.3389
24.1 071 58.3031
1.30369 8.91179
11.2669 21.O788
5.14468 39.3609

ME
0.25823
3.40507
12.7672
0.76253
16.7523
18.324
3.05429
28.7442
43.2405

MK
JH
IA
0.07597 0.0754 0.14601
0.2451 9 0.44642 1.06486
1-85301 1-51426 3.00498
0.08652 0.1 6911 0.1 2339
1.22147 0.25992 1.04891
6.1 448 0.771 O6 0.661 61
0.1 7153 0.1 63
0.4851 4
2.04667 1.5286 1.ô6229
3.55067 1-5321 0.74789

LE
1-47318
6.44955
3.1 1259
1.52125
1.8167
3.93685
0.79442
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6.28372

CV
0.34984
2.05401
1.21766
0.30732
1.20661
2.97592
0.351 22
0.67105
1.15144

JN
0.20802
0.81242
5.94998
0.25477
1.82568
2.85668
0.59509
0.9585
7.53983

MB
0.2891
0.68465
0.86273
0.20382
1.00817
1-1154
0.65996
0.8835
1-17408

S.E.

MK
O
0.01 435
0.20276
0.06481
0.1 7028
0.357
0.05049
0.14222
0.22969

LE
0.1 4543
0.50459
0.1 8436
0.1 3519
0.1 5548
0.1 4337
0.26096
0.45426
0.88529

CV
JN
0.08295 0.07782
0.16444 0.26554
0.1 3546 0.3757
0.05425 0.12838
0.43518 0.17242
0.34237 0.6831
0.12815 0.30747
O
0.19525
0.0709 0.4255

MB
0.07594
0.05874
0.1 1672
0.07067
0.1 175
0.1 5654
0.1 6926
0.1 1143
0.1 0974

S.E.

LACTATE
MK
CO0 10.1325
CO30 22.1464
CO90 45.8421
DAO 9.47621
DA30 25.7202
DA90 49.7698
HP0 8.74875
HP30 36.5722
HP90 53.2634

JH
11.431 4
23.5938
49.0458
8.87745
32.4702
31.198
18.7804
42.81 05
36.3513

fA
0-19749
3.65349
3.4058
0.82723
3.95287
5.1551 1
1.29653
3.56743
4.81 188

LE
0.1 0843
1.80579
2.2781 6
1.O7979
2.59422
3.74344
O
1.82231
4.861 O7

CV
O
2.36536
0.48275
O
1.30983
O
1.77204
O
3.63537

IA
7.91 614
27.3824
36.6771
2.38924
27.228
66.5753
6.02248
35.991 8
58.1596

G6P

CO0
CO30
CO90
DAO
DA30
DA90
HP0
HP30
HP90

G1P

CO0
CO30
CO90
DAO
DA30
DA90
HP0
HP30
HP9O

JH
O. 18595
0.09071
0.1 957
0.1 0059
0.21 461
0.25779
0.1 5042
0.30853
0.23371

IA
0.07357
0.30532
0.27937
0.1 091
0.21 741
0.29641
0.1 6172
0.20632
0.1 6043

F6P

i'

JH
0.01 748
0.06494
0.26051
0.02922
0.07551
0.28532
0.1 5752
0.39555
0.20324

IA
0.03053
0.1 9395
0.32128
0.06665
0.1 8756
0.21 14
0.1 4468
0.2621 9
O

LE
0.09701
0.6463
0.24038
0.1 9691
0.29988
0.44992
0.1 3913
0.30366
1-18218

CV
0.05033
0.3742
0.20116
0.06147
0.478
0.48881
0.21 957
0.1 4377
0.1 6984

JN
0.06389
0.1 218
0.56047
0.06447
0.1 8985
0.651 88
0.2071 1
0.1 8952
1.3384

MK
2.28273
5.3922
9-21429
2.72981
2.6351
3.09223
1.84786
3.5473
3.1 0937

JH
2.46364
2.84466
3.43834
1.38296
9.64663
6.72558
9.71579
8.54339
4.1 8314

IA
7.36846
3.38475
5.18029
2.78825
4.50888
4.50904
2.68998
4.63902
5.35687

LE
3.2691 3
0.231 82
2-81719
1.6207
2.81007
5.791 19
1.1 9863
5.1 5267
4.40749

CV
4.08243
2.68524
4.9248
1.1 0204
2.9003
5.901 35
0.70583
1.64887
2.26309

JN
MB
3.23338 2.291 91
7.98903 4.51064
7.07419 4.94903
1-38858 2-51685
4.81585 3.67926
12.7614 4.1 0804
1.56826 2.04474
3.33165 3.42782
2.961O6 4.53949

S.E.

ACETYL-COA
MK
CO0 6.55523
CO30 7.06473
CO90 16.4532
DAO 30.4834
DA30 21.5472
DA90 32.5577
HP0 5.3431 8
HP30 11.5737
HP90 22.7827

3H
7.33951
9.42569
18.4833
17.7205
21.538
24.5938
7.98523
12.5974
11.3149

IA

LE
CV
7.97461 5.57468
9.26921 11.5552
12.8865 7.48064
27.861 21.3584
20.598 20.3873
22.1 364 l6.7Oi 4
5.99424 5.99496
6.86251 7.04676
20.451 3 8.21 111

JN
4.99801
10.3612
11.2895
30.21
27.9248
29.9814
7.53449
7.97306
14.6094

S.E.

CO0
CO30
CO90
DAO
DA30
DA90
HP0
HP30
HP90

MK
0.041
0.07432
0.27193
0.09394
0.35735
0.84202
O
0.23637
0.50725

MB
0.061 41
0.1 6391
0.23731
O
0.15666
0.1 9348
0.1 422
0.1 4716
0.22742

0.041
0.33054
0.4772
0.08761
0.4441 4
0.78766
0.1 472
0.41 928
1.05374

GLUCOSE
CO0
CO30
CO90
DAO
DA30
DA90
HP0
HP30
HP90

ACETYLCARNITINE
MK
JH
CO0 1.2835 1.37505
CO30 1.68727 2.78589
CO90 5.67058 7.50701
DAO 11-8573 8.1 7981
DA30 9.7901 8 8.38635
DA90 12.531 14.1721
HP0 0.751 68 2.29481
HP30 3.781 1 4-51288
HP90 9.59648 5.401 41

9.61615
12.1494
13.8133
26.1988
22.1 501
29.8758
9.82828
7.54396
21.0338

S.E.
.O503 0.0086
-2462 0.0696
.3213 0.0454
,075 0.0205
-2736 0.051
-4888 0.0894
.1447 0.0234
-2622 0.0372
-5853 0.1 86

MB
8.961 97
11-3663
13.7774
40.8506
41.7981
41.SOI 9
6.20599
12.8776
13.755

1A
LE
CV
JN
MB
4.27222 4.51 951 0.0042 1-61146 1.69865
4.72831 3.53271 2.28281 1.98382 3.79535
7.17198 5.84936 3.531 47 4.2891 5 4.32266
10.6855 13.2067 7.28487 13.3343 11.9854
10.8651 11-9993 10.064 13.3884 16.1417
13.9405 15.9121 9.381 01 14.9333 14.7619
5.29361 1.O8697 0.87321 3.54089 2.34745
9.90495 2.53484 1-50081 3.48573 3.80547
9.25065 9.05307 2.21 986 8.29682 5.78861

1.73765
2.61 677
8.1 3227
11.693
14.9792
17.7447
2.1 6986
3.66214
9.7631 1

i

VE
,0628
,9266
-8093
11.O28
11.952
14.172
-2948
-1485
A213

S.E.
0.5457
0.3616
0.5356
0.7832
0.9535
0.8703
0.5416
0.8845
0.9524

PYRUVATE
MK
CO0 0.1 44
CO30 0.21 623
CO90 0.30655
DAO 0.1 0257
DA30 0.21 352
DA90 0.86339
HP0 0.1 0742
HP30 0.24934
HP90 0.32628

ADPfree
CO0
CO30
CO90
DAO
DA30
DA90
HP0
HP30
HP90

MK
105.07
204.44
273.50
68.90
127.73
293.36
86.73
276.55
458.94

JH
0.1 5654
0.1 7347
0.32639
0.09329
0.22933
0.21 897
0.24667
0.47643
0.2231 3

IA

LE

0.08627
0.1 5518
0.35495
0.07714
0.2701 2
1.1 5144
0.0409
0.2931 4
0.22323

0.28023
0.59239
0.35632
0.24639
0.322
1.O6343
0.21 209
0.80814
0.801 88

CV
0.1 7729
0.1 7436
0.23975
0.1 1842
0.23076
0.1 9013
0.07701
0.1 9866
0.1 9238

JN
0.02665
0.22742
0.38225
0.03257
0.33348
0.8551 1
0.09575
0.1 3219
0.2258

MB
0.05008
0.1 2563
0.13057
0.1 105
0.27179
0.1 9888
0.231 31
0.1 938
0.271 73

0.29401
0.23033
0.18508
0.09798
0.23897
0.37936
0.05565
0.21 661
0.24668

i
.1519
-2369
.2852
-1099
-2637
-6151
-1334
.321
-3139

CH
122.1 7
320.74
33 1.78
87.86
255.03
340.1 2
85.39
249.89
462.31,

S.E.
0.0348
0.0524
0.032
0.021 6
0.0157
0.1 448
0.0294
0.0785
0.071 2

AVE
1O1.O9
209.44
273.79
85.24
184.05
327.35
97.92
226.20
302.73

S.E.
3.168
7.441
8.453
2.1 31
5.387
23.95
1.92
8-453
17.9 1

AM Pfree
MK
CO0
CO30
CO90
DAO
DA30
DA90
HP0
HP30
HP90

0.43
1.58
2.92
0.1 9
0.69
3.58
0.29
3.03
8.85

AVE
0.42
1.66
2.93
0.29
1.36
5.27
0.36
2.1 1
4.02

S.E.
0.028
0.093
0.1 53
0.01 3
0.073
0.792
0.01 4
0.1 42
0.445

free Pi
CO0
CO30
CO90
DAO
DA30
DA90
HP0
HP30
HP90

AVE
10.80
36.00
50.47
10.80
38.05
55.62
10.80

S.E.
2.57E-08
0.892485
1.1 02341
2.57E-08
1.128338
2.091 864
2.57E-08
44-05 1.O59475
50.40 1.920972

PDHa
CO O
30
CO 90 DCA0 DCA30 DCA90 HYP O
HYP 30 HYP 90
0.72853 1.85264 2.22855 3.05005 3.31 676 2.0831 2 0.59886 2.1 3157 2.84985
MB
0.71 38s 1-65168 2.98329 3.41 189 2.73789 2.91 934 0.841 23 1-1243 2.76082
LE
0.63972 1-79442 2.21474 3.73878 3.29938 2.43921 0.54203 2.22967 3.031 92
CH
1.316 2.5391 1 2.34281 1-49577 2.59567 0.90249 1.75736 1-95978
JH
0.7037

b0
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APPENDIX II: CALCULATION OF CREATINE CORRECTION FACTORS

SAMPLE
MKCOO
MKC030
MKCOSO
MKDAO
MKDA30
MKDASO
MKHPO
MKHP30
MKHPSO
JHCOO
JHC030
JHCOSO
JHDAO
JHDA30
JHDA90
JHHPO
JHHP30
JHHPSO
CHCOO
CHC030
CHCOSO
CHDAO
CHDA30
CHDA90
CHHPO
CHHP30
CHHPSO
MBCOO
MBC030
MBCOSO
MBDAO
MBDA30
MBDASO
MBHPO
MBHP30
MBHPSO

cvcoo
CVC030
CVCO90
CVDAO
CVDA30
CVDASO
CVHPO
CVHP30
CVHPSO

1ec00
LEC030
LEC090
LEDAO
LEDA30
LEDA90
LEHPO
LEHP30
LEHP9O
IACOO
IAC030
IAC090
IADAO
IADA30
IADASO
IAHPO
IAHP30
IAHPSO
JNCOO
JNC030
JNCO9O
JNDAO
JNDA30
JNDASO
JNHPO
JNHP30
JNHPSO

APPENDIX III: CALCULATIONS OF ADPfree & AMPfree

[ ~ ~ P ] m r n oI Il = 3300 3300 wherc Keq = 1.66"9
[PCrl [ ~ l ~ e q
3300

[ A D P f l p m o l / kg = [ A D P l m m o l I lx3300 xlOOO

[AMPImmoI / 1 = [ADP"21 where Keq = 1-05
[ATPI Keq
3300
PH
Sample PCr
MKCNO 77.50
MKCN30 53.61 1
MKC090 37.333
MKDAO 90.51 8
MKDA30 63.893
MKDA90 32.961
MKHPO 84.274
MKHP30 39.063
MKHP9O 22.363
JHCNO 85.82
JHCN30 67.352
JHCN9O 35.84
JHDAO 98.348
JHDA3O 60.88
JHDA9O 67.758
JHHPO 82.726
JHHP30 37.699

Cr
53.57
77.451
93.729
40.544
67.1 69
98.101
46.788
91-999
108.7
55-755
74.224
105.74
43.228
80.695
73-817
58.849
103.88

ATP
24.201
25.256
24.356
24.337
22.434
22.876
24.546
24.038
22.655
24.413
24.848
24.693
23.395
24.342
23.064
26.533
24.384

Lactate
10.133
22.1 46
45.842
9.4762
25.72
49.77
8.7488
36.572
53.263
11.431
23.594
49.046
8.8774
32.47
31.1 98
18.78
42.81 1

LEC030 53.126
LEC090 40.436
LEDAO 80.409
LEDA30 64.363
LEDA90 28.01 9
LEHPO 85.375
LEHP30 54.133
LEHP9O 34.81
CVCOO 80.64
CVC030 55.491
CVC090 40.42
CVDAO 98.565
CVDA30 71.2
CVDA9O 38.64
CVHPO 105.5
CVHP30 86.041
CVHP9O 83.775

79.993
92.684
52.71 1
68.756
105.1
47.744
78.987
98.309
76.617
82.268
61 .O72
58-692
86.057
118.62
51.76
71.21 6
73.482

28.077
28.1 17
23.723
25.851
28.323
28.346
27.772
29.752
20.086
24.737
25.481
27.166
26.064
18.278
27.754
24.943
25.751

24.669
28.196
11.45
13.579
49.351
0.8759
28.12
65.064
1.8182
21.771
38.034
O
15.12
24.1 07
1.3037
11.267
5.1 447

7.02
6.97
6.87
7.02
6.95
6.85
7.02
6.91
6.84
7.01
6.96
6.86
7.02
6.93
6.93
6.98
6.88

H+
mmoVl
9.59E-08
1.OSE-07
1.35E-07
9.53E-08
1-11E-07
1.4E-07
9.47E-08
1.23E-07
1.45E-07
9.71 E-08
1.09E-07
1.39E-07
9.48E-08
1.1 9E-07
1.1 7E-07
1.04E-07
1.31E-07

ADP
rnmoüi
3.1 8E-05
6.2E-05
8.29E-05
2.09E-05
3.87E-05
8.89E-05
2.63E-05
8.38E-05
0.0001 39
2.98E-05
4.59E-05
9.58E-05
1.98E-05
4.97E-05
3.91 E-05
3.31 E-05
9.37E-05

ADPf
AMP
umoVkg mmol/l
105.07 1.32E-07
204.44 4.78E-07
273.50 8.86E-07
68.90 5.63E-08
127.73 2.1 E-07
293.36 1.09E-06
86.73 8.84E-08
276.55 9.18E-07
458.94 2.68E-06
98.40 1.14E-07
151-33 2.66E-07
316.06 1-17E-06
65.37 5.27E-08
163.88 3.1 8E-07
129.1 7 2.09E-07
109.20 1.3E-07
309.30 1-13E-06

AMPf
umoükg
0.43
1-58
2.92
0.1 9
0.69
3.58
0.29
3.03
8.85
0.38
0.88
3.85
0.17
1.O5
0.69
0.43
3.74

IACOO 90.349
IAC030 61.307
IAC090 46.597
IADAO 90.313
IADA30 48.517
IADA9O 16.599
IAHPO 86.417
IAHP30 44.294
IAHP9O 26.554
JNCOO 83.323
JNC030 46.405
JNCO9O 28.1 57
JNDAO 81.089
JNDA30 54.91 9
JNDA9O 30.953
JNHPO 78.545
JNHP30 43.24
JNHP9O 38.825
MBCOO 83.671
MBC030 60.1 36
MBCO9O 56.22
MBDAO 85.831
MBDA30 56.249
MBDA9O 57.968
MBHPO 80.458
MBHP30 51-361
MBHP90 41-364
CHCOO 79.297
CHC030 46.504
CHC090 38.361
CHDAO 88.099
CHDA30 49.1 92
CHDA90 36.567
CHHPO 91-05
CHHP30 55.06
CHHP9O 28.239

56.1 12
85.1 54
99.864
56.148
97.944
129.86
60.044
102.1 7
119.91
37,653
74.571
92-819
39.887
66-057
90.023
42,431
77.736
82.1 51
57.699
72.432
76.348
46.737
76.31 9
74.6
52.11
84.094
74.209
50.869
83.662
91-805
42.068
80.974
93.599
39.1 16
75.1 O7
101-93

21.295
21.494
21.331
20.403
19.38
22.947
23.704
19.946
22.334
22.397
24.546
23.555
23.775
23.521
21.673
22.866
24.1 14
24-419
25.286
24.31 1
25.792
23.363
24.293
23.838
25.41
18.539
25.929
29.801
31-716
27.744
27.582
30.01
29.563
28.868
33-713
28.5

7.91 61
27.382
36.677
2.3892
27.228
66.575
2.496
35.992
58.16
2.3479
29.394
59.52
3.41 17
17.339
58.303
8.91 18
21.O79
39.361
0.2582
3.4051
12.767
0.7625
16.752
18.324
3.0543
28.744
43.24
8.3227
21-806
34.1 89
3.8083
30.756
45.323
0.4825
25.37
45.34

